
 
 
  

 
 
 



 
 

Washing your Wig:  (2-5 times per month depending on wear) 

1. Gently comb out wig, making sure to begin your brush detangling process at the tips and work up. 

2. Choose what works best for your wig washing process: You can wash your wig by submerging it or by running it 

under a faucet. Both methods are listed below. 

 

Submerging wig washing Method: 

A. Fill basin or sink with enough water to fully submerge wig.  

B. Add about a cap full of shampoo to the water, occelate to create bubbles. 

C. Immerse the wig into the water and slowly massage the suds into the wig. D. Once wig has been fully covered in 

shampoo rinse by running water over it or dunk it into another bucket of clean water.  

D. Rub conditioner on the wig(1 cap full). Conditioning the wig aids in detangling.  

E. Comb through the wig with a wide toothed comb. Be gentle of the foundation! 

F. Rinse out the conditioner by dunking it in a clean basin of water, keeping the hair moving in the direction it lays 

when styled, as to not create tangles. With your other hand gently massage the hair in the wig to help the rinse process. 

G. Blot your wig dry in a towel 

H. Place your wig on a head block & comb through with a wide tooth comb.  

I. Let wig air dry or blow dry and style as desired. 

All CHRISTALine Studios wigs are built with the finest human hair for realism & ease of styling. For all of you curling 

iron lovers, curl it up! 

 

Running under a faucet washing Method: 

A. Hold your wig by placing your hand inside it, spreading fingers to be sure the entire wig gets wet.. I pinch the 

foundation with my thumb and forefinger while spreading my other fingers, to expand the foundation over the back of 

my hand. 

B. Run faucet over wig until fully wet.  

C. Rub a cap-full of shampoo from top to bottom of wig until wig is sudsy and covered.  

D. Run faucet and rinse out wig.  

E. Repeat process with conditioner (1 cap full) if desired. (Conditioning the wig aids in detangling).  

F. Comb through the wig with a wide toothed comb. Be gentle of the foundation! 

 
 
 



 
 
G. Rinse out the conditioner by dunking it in a clean basin of water, keeping the hair moving in the direction it lays 

when styled, as to not create tangles. With your other hand gently massage the hair in the wig to help the rinse process. 

H. Blot your wig dry in a towel 

I. Place your wig on a head block & comb through with a wide tooth comb.  

J. Let wig air dry or blow dry and style as desired. 

 

Wig Care Tips: 

• Be sure NOT to rub wig foundation together when washing. This will draw the hair into the inside of the foundation. 

This is repairable if it has happened to you, contact us. 

• Store your wig on a head block to prevent from stretching the foundation. 

• Pin your wig to the head block at the seams ONLY if you should desire to for a more secure hold while styling. 

• A water bottle & a wide toothed comb is a girl's best friend with a curly wig! Wet, comb & scrunch with a towel 

before bed and she will be dry by the morning.  

• Use a light spray leave-in conditioner to tame your frizz & rejuvenate your curls.  

• A cream styling product (white lotion looking hair product) combed through a wet wig will keep your hair looking 

beautiful, conditioned & help manage the fly-aways before they are an issue. 

• Over time your wig will loose hair, this is completely natural. Contact us & we will repair it for you. 

 

*Check out the CHRISTALine Studios Wig Maintenance Program to know more about the services included 
and prices. 
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